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Abstract. Given a complete graph G = (V, E) with a length function
on edges and a subset R of V , the terminal Steiner tree is defined to
be a Steiner tree in G with all the vertices of R as its leaves. Then the
terminal Steiner tree problem is to find a terminal Steiner tree in G with
minimum length. In this paper, we present an approximation algorithm
(ρα2 −αρ)
with performance ratio 2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 for the terminal Steiner
tree problem, where ρ is the best-known performance ratio for the Steiner
tree problem with any α ≥ 2. When we let α = 3.87 ≈ 4, this result
improves the previous performance ratio of 2.515 to 2.458.
Keywords: Approximation algorithms, NP-complete, Steiner tree, terminal Steiner tree problem, multicast routing, evolutionary tree reconstruction in biology, telecommunications.

1

Introduction

Given an arbitrary graph G = (V, E), a subset R ⊆ V of vertices, and a length (or
weight) function  : E → R+ on the edges, a Steiner tree is an acyclic subgraph
of G that spans all vertices in R. The given vertices R are usually referred to as
terminals and other vertices V \ R as Steiner (or optional) vertices. The length of
a Steiner tree is defined to be the sum of the lengths of all its edges. The Steiner
tree problem (STP for short) is concerned with the determination of a Steiner
tree with minimum length in G [6, 8, 16]. This problem has been shown to be
NP-complete [11] and MAX SNP-hard [2]. So, many approximation algorithms
with constant ratios have been proposed [1, 3, 13, 18, 23–28] instead of exact
algorithms. It has been shown that STP has many important applications in
VLSI design, network communication, computational biology and so on [4, 6, 8,
9, 12, 16, 17, 19].
Motivated by the reconstruction of evolutionary tree in biology, Lu, Tang and
Lee studied a variant of the Steiner tree problem, called as the full Steiner tree
problem [21]. Independently, motivated by VLSI global routing and telecommunications, Lin and Xue defined the terminal Steiner tree problem (TSTP for
short), which is equal to the full Steiner tree problem [20]. A Steiner tree is a
terminal Steiner tree if all terminals are the leaves of the Steiner tree [3, 16, 21].
B. Murgante et al. (Eds.): ICCSA 2011, Part III, LNCS 6784, pp. 141–151, 2011.
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The TSTP is concerned with the determination of a terminal Steiner tree for R
in G with minimum length. The problem is shown to be NP-complete and MAX
SNP-hard [20], even when the lengths of edges are restricted to be either 1 or
2 [21]. However, Lu, Tang and Lee [21] gave a 85 -approximation algorithm for the
TSTP with the restriction that the lengths of edges are either 1 or 2, and Lin
and Xue [20] presented a (ρ + 2)-approximation algorithm for the TSTP if the
length function is metric (i.e., the lengths of edges satisfy the triangle inequality),
where ρ is the best-known performance ratio for the STP whose performance ratio is 1 + ln23 ≈ 1.55 [24]. Then Chen, Lu and Tang [5], Fuchs [10], Drake and
Hougardy [7], designed 2ρ-approximation algorithms for the TSTP if the length
function is metric, independently. Martineza, Pinab, Soares [22] proposed an apρ
) which
proximation algorithm to improve the performance ratio to 2ρ − ( 3ρ−2
is the best-known performance ratio. For other related results, Chen, Lu and
Tang [5] also gave an O(|E| log |E|) time algorithm to optimally solve the bottleneck terminal Steiner tree problem. Drake and Hougardy [7] proved that TSTP
does not exist an approximation algorithm with the performance ratio better
than (1 − o(1))ln n unless N P = DT IM E(|V |O(loglog|V |) ) when the length function is not metric. In this paper, we present an approximation scheme with
(ρα2 −αρ)
performance ratio of 2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 for the TSTP, where α ≥ 2. This
algorithm is more general than Martineza, Pinab, Soares’ algorithm [22]. When
ρ
). When
we let α = 2, this algorithm achieves a performance ratio of 2ρ − ( 3ρ−2
we let α = 4 (respectively, α = 3), this algorithm has a performance ratio
6ρ
3ρ
) (respectively, 2ρ − ( 6ρ−2
)), which improves the previous result
of 2ρ − ( 10ρ−1
ρ
2ρ − ( 3ρ−2 ) of [22].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe a
(ρα2 −αρ)
(2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation algorithm for the TSTP. We make a
conclusion in Section 3.

2

2

(ρα −αρ)
A (2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-Approximation Algorithm
for the TSTP

TSTP (Terminal Steiner Tree Problem)
Instance: A complete graph G = (V, E) with  : E → R+ , and a proper subset
R ⊂ V of terminals, where the length function  is metric.
Question: Find a terminal Steiner tree for R in G with minimum length.
2

(ρα −αρ)
In this section, we will present a (2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation algorithm to solve the above TSTP, whose length function is metric, in polynomial
time. By definition, any terminal Steiner tree T for R in G = (V, E) contains no
edge in ER = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ R, u = v}. Hence, throughout the rest of this paper,
we assume that G contains no edge in ER (i.e., E ∩ ER = φ). We use L(H) to
denote the length of any subgraph H of G (i.e., L(H) equals to the sum of the
lengths of all the edges of H). Let TOP T be the optimal terminal Steiner tree for
R in G. For convenience, we let NG (r) be the set of the neighbors of r ∈ R in a
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graph G (i.e., NG (r) = {v|(r, v) ∈ E} and its members are all Steiner vertices)
and n̂r be the nearest neighbor of r in G (i.e., (r, n̂r ) = min {(r, v)|v ∈ NG (r)}).
We also use EN̂ to denote the edge set that contains edges (r, n̂r ) for all r ∈ R.
Let AST P be the best-known approximation algorithm for the STP, whose performance ratio ρ = 1 + ln23 ≈ 1.55 [24]. For any real number α ≥ 2, our approximation algorithm first constructs two terminal Steiner trees TAP X1 and TAP X2 .
Then output the minimum length between TAP X1 and TAP X2 . It will show that
(ρα2 −αρ)
if L(EN̂ ) > ( (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 ) ∗ L(TOP T ), we have
L(TAP X1 ) ≤ (2ρ −

(α +

(ρα2 − αρ)
)L(TOP T ).
− 1) + 2(α − 1)2

α2 )(ρ

Otherwise,
L(TAP X2 ) ≤ (2ρ −

(ρα2 − αρ)
)L(TOP T ).
(α + α2 )(ρ − 1) + 2(α − 1)2
L(E )

Hence, we construct the terminal Steiner tree TAP X1 that is a 2ρ − L(TOPN̂T ) approximation solution of the TSTP in subsection 2.1. Then subsection 2.2
2
L(E )
presents a (ρ + ( α ρ+αρ−4α+2
) ∗ L(TOPN̂T ) )-approximation algorithm that outα2 −α
puts another terminal Steiner tree TAP X2 for the TSTP. Finally, we show that
the minimum length terminal Steiner tree between TAP X1 and TAP X2 is a
(ρα2 −αρ)
(2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation solution in subsection 2.3.

2.1

The Performance Ratio of (2ρ −

L(EN̂ )
)
L(TOP T )

for the TSTP

L(E )

In this section, we show a (2ρ − L(TOPN̂T ) )-approximation algorithm that is the
same as in the previous result [5, 7, 10, 22]. First, we use algorithm AST P to G
and construct a Steiner tree S = (VS , ES ) for R in G. Note that if all vertices of
R are leaves in S, then S is also a terminal Steiner tree of G. If not, we apply
Algorithm 1 to transform it into a terminal Steiner tree. By definition, NS (r) is
the set of the neighbors of r ∈ R in S (i.e., NS (r) = {v|(r, v) ∈ ES }). Let n r
be the nearest neighbor of r in S (i.e., (r, nr ) = min {(r, v)|v ∈ NS (r)}). We
let star(r) be the subtree of S induced by {(r, v)|v ∈ NS (r)}. Fig. 1 shows the
definitions of star(r), nr and NS (r). Dashed edges are the edges in E not in ES .
Algorithm 1. Method of transforming S into a terminal Steiner tree
For each r ∈ R with |NS (r)| ≥ 2 in S do
1. Delete all the edges in star(r) \ {(r, nr )} from S.
2. Let G[NS (r)] be the subgraph of G induced by NS (r). Then construct a
minimum spanning tree M ST (NS (r)) of G[NS (r)], and add all the edges
of M ST (NS (r)) into S.
end for
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Fig. 1. The definitions of star(r), nr and NS (r). NS (r) = {nr , v2 , v3 , v4 } and star(r)
is represented by solid edges and r ∪ NS (r).

After running Algorithm 1, S becomes a terminal Steiner tree. By the previous
result [5], the time-complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|V |3 ).
Now, for clarification, we construct the terminal Steiner trees TAP X1 for the
TSTP as follows.
Algorithm AP X1
Input: A complete graph G = (V, E) with  : E → R+ and a set R ⊂ V of
terminals, where we assume that G contains no edge in ER and the length
function is metric.
Output: A terminal Steiner tree TAP X1 for R in G.
1. /* Find a Steiner tree S in G */
Construct a Steiner tree S in G by using the currently best-known approximation algorithm AST P for the STP.
2. /* Transform S into a terminal Steiner tree TAP X1 */
If S is a terminal Steiner tree then
Let the Steiner tree S be TAP X1 .
else
Transform S into a terminal Steiner tree by using Algorithm 1 and let
TAP X1 be such a terminal Steiner tree.
L(E )

Theorem 1. Algorithm APX1 is a (2ρ − L(TOPN̂T ) )-approximation algorithm for
the TSTP.
Proof. Note that the time-complexity of Algorithm APX1 is dominated by the
cost of the step 1 for running the currently best-known approximation algorithm
for the STP [24]. Let SOP T be the optimal Steiner tree for R in G. Note that
we use the currently best-known approximation algorithm AST P for the STP to
find a Steiner tree S for R in G. Hence, we have L(S) ≤ ρ ∗ L(SOP T ), where
ρ is the performance ratio of AST P . Since TOP T is also a Steiner tree for R in
G, we have L(SOP T ) ≤ L(TOP T ) and hence L(S) ≤ ρ ∗ L(TOP T ). Let R1 be
the set of all leaf terminals in S and R2 is the set of all non-leaf terminals in
S. Recall that in each iteration of Algorithm 1, we transform each terminal r in
R2 into a leaf by first deleting all the edges, except (r, nr ), and then adding all
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the edges in M ST (NS (r)). Let k be |NS (r)|. For all r ∈ R2 , let nr denote the
second nearest neighbor of r in NS (r) and let P = (v1 ≡ nr , v2 , . . . , vk ≡ nr ) be
any arbitrary path visiting each vertex in NS (r) exactly once and both nr and
nr are its end-vertices. By triangle inequality, we have the following inequalities.
(v1 , v2 ) ≤ (r, v1 ) + (r, v2 )
(v2 , v3 ) ≤ (r, v2 ) + (r, v3 )
..
.
(vk−1 , vk ) ≤ (r, vk−1 ) + (r, vk ).
By above inequalities, we have
(v1 , v2 ) + (v2 , v3 ) + . . . + (vk−1 , vk ) ≤ 2 ∗ L(star(r)) − (r, v1 ) − (r, vk ).
Consequently we have,
L(P ) ≤ 2 ∗ L(star(r)) − (r, nr ) − (r, nr ).
It is clear that L(M ST (NS (r))) ≤ L(P ) since M ST (NS (r)) is a minimum
spanning tree of G[NS (r)]. In other words, we have L(M ST (NS (r))) ≤ 2 ∗
L(star(r)) − (r, nr ) − (r, nr ). By construction of TAP X1 , we have

L(TAP X1 ) = L(S) +
(L(M ST (N (r))) − L(star(r)) + (r, nr ))
r∈R2

≤ L(S) +



(L(star(r)) − (r, nr )).

r∈R2

Note that for any two terminals
ri , rj ∈ R, star(ri ) and

 star(rj ) are edge-disjoint
in S. Hence, we have r∈R2 L(star(r)) ≤ L(S) − r∈R1 (r, nr ). As a result,
we have


L(TAP X1 ) ≤ 2 ∗ L(S) −
(r, nr ) −
(r, nr )
r∈R1

≤ 2 ∗ L(S) −



r∈R2

(r, nr )

r∈R

≤ 2ρ ∗ L(TOP T ) − L(EN̂ ),


and the result follows.
2.2

The Performance Ratio of (ρ +
TSTP
2

(α2 ρ+αρ−4α+2)
(α2 −α)
L(E )

∗

L(EN̂ )
)
L(TOP T )

for the

∗ L(TOPN̂T ) )-approximation algoIn this section, we describe a (ρ + (α ρ+αρ−4α+2)
(α2 −α)
rithm that is more general than the previous one [22]. To show the performance,
we first construct a Steiner tree S = (VS , ES ) for R in G by using algorithm
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AST P . Recall that if all vertices of R are leaves in S, then S is also a terminal Steiner tree of G. If not, we apply Algorithm 2 to transform it into a
terminal Steiner tree. The definitions of NS (r) and star(r) are also the same
as in the previous section. We let star(n̂r ) be the subtree of G induced by
{(n̂r , v)|v ∈ NS (r)}. Note that n̂r is the nearest neighbor of r in G (maybe not
in star(r)). Fig. 2 shows the definition of star(n̂r ). Dashed edges and thick
dashed edges are the edges in E not in ES .

Fig. 2. The definition of star(n̂r ). NS (r) = {nr , v1 , v2 , v3 } and star(n̂r ) is represented
by thick dashed edges and n̂r ∪ NS (r).

Algorithm 2. Method of transforming S into a terminal Steiner tree
For each r ∈ R with |NS (r)| ≥ 2 in S do
1. Delete all the edges in star(r) from S.
2. add all the edges in star(n̂r ) ∪ {(r, n̂r )} into S.
end for
Algorithm 2 is similar to the Algorithm 1, except adding all edges in star(n̂r )
instead of M ST (NS (r)) and (r, n̂r ) instead of (r, n r ). Let S̃ be the Steiner tree
after running Algorithm 2. Clearly, S̃ is a terminal Steiner tree. Since there
are at most |R| non-leaf terminals in S, there are at most |R| iterations in
Algorithm 2. For step 1, its total cost is O(|E|) time since for any two non-leaf
terminals ri and rj in S, we have {(ri , v)|v ∈ NS (ri )} ∩ {(rj , v)|v ∈ NS (rj )}
= φ. In step 2, we need to find a star(n̂r ) in each iteration, which can be done
in O(|NS (r)|) time. Hence, its total cost is O(|V |2 ) time. As a result, the timecomplexity of Algorithm 2 is O(|V ||E| + |V |2 ). Let α ≥ 2 be a real parameter.
For each r ∈ R and v ∈ NS̃ (r), if (v, n̂r ) ≤ (r, v) − (n̂αr ,r) , we show that S̃ is a
L(E )

(ρ + (1 − α2 )( L(TOPN̂T ) ))-approximation solution of the TSTP by the next lemma.
Lemma 1. For all r ∈ R with v ∈ NS (r) and a real α ≥ 2, Algorithm 2 returns
a terminal Steiner tree S̃ with L(S̃) ≤ L(S) + (1 − α2 ) ∗ L(EN̂ ) if (v, n̂r ) ≤
(r, v) − (n̂αr ,r) .
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Proof. Let R1 be the set of all leaf terminals in S and R2 is the set of all nonleaf terminals in S. For each r ∈ R2 , let k be |NS (r)|. Let (v1 , v2 , . . . , vk ) be
all vertices in NS (r). Since (v, n̂r ) ≤ (r, v) − (n̂αr ,r) , we have the following
inequalities.
(n̂r , r)
α
(n̂r , r)
(v2 , n̂r ) ≤ (r, v2 ) −
α
..
.
(n̂r , r)
(vk , n̂r ) ≤ (r, vk ) −
.
α
(v1 , n̂r ) ≤ (r, v1 ) −

By above inequalities, we have L(star(n̂r )) ≤ L(star(r)) − αk (n̂r , r) for r ∈ R2 .
Recall that for any two terminals ri , rj ∈ R, star(ri ) and star(rj ) are edgedisjoint in S. By construction of S̃, we have

(L(star(n̂r )) − L(star(r)) + (n̂r , r))
L(S̃) = L(S) +
r∈R2

≤ L(S) +



{(1 −

k
)(n̂r , r)}
α

{(1 −

2
)(n̂r , r)}
α

r∈R2

≤ L(S) +



r∈R2

≤ L(S) + (1 −

2
) ∗ L(EN̂ ).
α



Since S is a ρ-approximation solution for the STP. By Lemma 1, S̃ is a (ρ + (1 −
L(EN̂ )
2
α )( L(TOP T ) ))-approximation solution of the TSTP.
In the remaining paragraphs of this section, we construct a terminal Steiner
2
L(E )
∗ L(TOPN̂T ) . First,
tree TAP X2 such that L(TAP X2 ) ≤ ρ∗ L(TOP T )+ (α ρ+αρ−4α+2)
(α2 −α)
we modify the length function  to a new length function ˜ : E → R+ on the
˜ r ,r)
˜ n̂r ) ≤ (r,
˜ v) − (n̂
.
edges of G, such that each r ∈ R and v ∈ NG (r), (v,
α

Then use Algorithm 2 to find a terminal Steiner tree S̃ that satisfies Lemma 1.
Finally, we let S̃ be TAP X2 . The new length function ˜ is defined by

1+α
˜ v) = (u, v) + ( α−1 )(u, n̂u ) , if u ∈ R and v ∈ NG (u)
(u,
(1)
(u, v)
, otherwise.
For r ∈ R and v ∈ NG (r), since (v, n̂r ) ≤ (r, v) + (n̂r , r) (i.e., metric), we have
˜ n̂r ) = (v, n̂r ) ≤ (r, v) + (n̂r , r)
(v,
(n̂r , r) + ( 1+α
1+α
α−1 )(n̂r , r)
)(n̂r , r) −
α−1
α
˜
˜ v) − (n̂r , r) .
= (r,
α

= (r, v) + (
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Now, for clarification, we construct the terminal Steiner trees TAP X2 for the
TSTP as follows.
Algorithm AP X2
Input: A real α ≥ 2. A complete graph G = (V, E) with  : E → R+ and a set
R ⊂ V of terminals, where we assume that G contains no edge in ER and
the length function is metric.
Output: A terminal Steiner tree TAP X2 for R in G.
˜
1. Use Eq. (1) to transform the length function  to .
2. /* Find a Steiner tree S in G with ˜ */
Use the currently best-known approximation algorithm AST P for the STP
˜
to find a Steiner tree S in G with the length function .
3. /* Transform S into a terminal Steiner tree TAP X2 */
Use Algorithm 2 to transform S into a terminal Steiner tree S̃ and let S̃ be
TAP X2 .
2

Theorem 2. Algorithm APX2 is a (ρ+ (α
algorithm for the TSTP.

L(E )
ρ+αρ−4α+2)
∗ L(TOPN̂T ) )-approximation
(α2 −α)

Proof. Note that the time-complexity of Algorithm APX2 is also dominated
by the cost of the step 2 for running the currently best-known approximation
˜ let L̃(H)
algorithm for the STP [24]. Since we define a new length function ,
and TOP T denote the length of any subgraph H (i.e., L̃(H) equals to the sum
of the lengths of all the edges of H) and the optimal terminal Steiner tree for R
˜ respectively. It is clear that
in G with the length function ,
L̃(S) ≤ ρ ∗ L̃(TOP T ) ≤ ρ ∗ L̃(TOP T )
 1+α
)(n̂r , r)}
(
≤ ρ ∗ {L(TOP T ) +
α−1
r∈R

≤ ρ ∗ {L(TOP T ) + (

1+α
)L(EN̂ )}.
α−1

(2)

By construction of TAP X2 , we have
L(TAP X2 ) = L(S̃) ≤ L̃(S̃) −

 1+α
1+α
)(n̂r , r) ≤ L̃(S̃) − (
)L(EN̂ ). (3)
(
α−1
α−1

r∈R

Since length function ˜ satisfies the property in Lemma 1, and hence we have
L̃(S̃) ≤ L̃(S) + (1 −
By Eqs. (2)–(4),
L(TAP X2 ) ≤ L̃(S̃) − (

1+α
)L(EN̂ )
α−1

2
)L(EN̂ ).
α

(4)
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2
1+α
)L(EN̂ ) − (
)L(EN̂ )
α
α−1
1+α
α−2 1+α
)L(EN̂ )} + {
−
}L(EN̂ )
≤ ρ ∗ {L(TOP T ) + (
α−1
α
α−1
(α2 ρ + αρ − 4α + 2)
≤ ρ ∗ L(TOP T ) +
L(EN̂ ),
(α2 − α)

≤ L̃(S) + (1 −



and the result follows.
2.3

The Performance Ratio of (2ρ −
TSTP

(ρα2 −αρ)
)
(α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)2

for the

2

(ρα −αρ)
Finally, we present a (2ρ− (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation algorithm. First,
we apply Algorithm APX1 and Algorithm APX2 to construct two terminal
Steiner tree TAP X1 and TAP X2 , respectively. Then select a terminal Steiner tree
of minimum length between TAP X1 and TAP X2 . For the completeness, we list
(ρα2 −αρ)
the (2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation algorithm as follows.

Algorithm AP X
Input: A real α ≥ 2. A complete graph G = (V, E) with  : E → R+ and a set
R ⊂ V of terminals, where we assume that G contains no edge in ER and
the length function is metric.
Output: A terminal Steiner tree TAP X for R in G.
1. Use Algorithm APX1 to find a terminal Steiner tree TAP X1 that satisfies
Theorem 1.
2. Use Algorithm APX2 to find a terminal Steiner tree TAP X2 that satisfies
Theorem 2.
3. Select a minimum length terminal Steiner tree TAP X between TAP X1 and
TAP X2 (i.e., L(TAP X ) = min{L(TAP X1 ), L(TAP X2 )}).
2

(ρα −αρ)
Theorem 3. Algorithm AP X is a (2ρ− (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 )-approximation algorithm to solve the TSTP, where ρ is the best-known performance ratio for the
STP and α ≥ 2.

Proof. Note that the time-complexity of Algorithm AP X is also dominated by
the cost of running the currently best-known approximation algorithm for the
STP [24]. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have L(TAP X1 ) ≤ 2ρ ∗ L(TOP T ) −
2
L(EN̂ ) and L(TAP X2 ) ≤ ρ∗L(TOP T )+ (α ρ+αρ−4α+2)
L(EN̂ ). Clearly, L(TAP X2 )
(α2 −α)
will increase when L(EN̂ ) increases. However, L(TAP X1 ) will decrease when
2

(ρα −αρ)
L(EN̂ ) increases. Moreover, when L(EN̂ ) = ( (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 ) ∗ L(TOP T ),

ρ ∗ L(TOP T ) +

(α2 ρ + αρ − 4α + 2)
L(EN̂ ) = 2ρ ∗ L(TOP T ) − L(EN̂ ).
(α2 − α)
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2

(ρα −αρ)
Hence, when L(EN̂ ) > ( (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 ) ∗ L(TOP T ),

L(TAP X1 ) ≤ (2ρ −

(ρα2 − αρ)
)L(TOP T ).
(α + α2 )(ρ − 1) + 2(α − 1)2

L(TAP X2 ) ≤ (2ρ −

(ρα2 − αρ)
)L(TOP T ).
(α + α2 )(ρ − 1) + 2(α − 1)2

Otherwise,

However, Algorithm AP X always outputs a minimum length terminal Steiner

tree between TAP X1 and TAP X2 and hence the result follows.
Now, let α = 3.87 ≈ 4 and ρ ≈ 1.55, Algorithm AP X achieves a performance
ratio of 2.458 that improves the previous result 2.515 (i.e., let α = 2). Note that
if α ≈ 3, it achieves a performance ratio of 2.463.

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approximation algorithm with performance ratio
(ρα2 −αρ)
(2ρ − (α+α2 )(ρ−1)+2(α−1)
2 ) for the TSTP under the metric space. An immediate
direction for future research could involve finding a better approximation algorithm for the TSTP. Another direction for future research is whether we can
apply our approximation algorithm to the partial terminal Steiner tree problem [14] (i.e, a more general terminal Steiner tree problem) or selected-internal
Steiner tree problem [15] (i.e. a contrary problem of the partial terminal Steiner
tree problem).
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